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The present invention is directed to molten fuel reactors and more particularly to molten plutonium fueled
fast breeder reactors.
The long-range utility of fission nuclear power depends
upon the development of a plutonium fueled reactor
capable of being refueled by an integral, or associated,
breeding cycle. If full utilization of the energy content
in the world’s supply of uranium is to be accomplished,
the more abundant U3313must be converted into the easily
fissionable isotopes of plutonium.
The need for this
full utilization is apparent when it is realized that the
economically recoverable IY35 content of uranium ores
is sufficient to supply projected world power requirements
for only a few tens of years. Breeding on the plutonium
cycle extends fission power capabilities by a factor of
140, yielding thousands, instead of tens, of years of world
energy reserves.
The high values of the capture-tofission
ratio at thermal and epithermal neutron energies for the plutonium
isotopes preclude these types of reactors from an integral
plutonium breeding cycle system. To obtain an appreciable breeding gain, a plutonium fueled reactor must be
either a fast, or a fast-intermediate,
neutron spectrum
device where breeding ratios of the order of 1.7 may be
expected from suitably designed systems.
The power
producing reactor of the future must logically be a fast
plutonium breeder.
A competitive power producing reactor must have the
following characteristics: (1) a fuel which is easily processed and/or capable of withstanding large fractional
burnups and (2) a large specific power ( >500 w./g. of
fuel ). The latter requirement is essentially a measure
of the fuel inventory for a fixed output machine and may
not be applicable to special purpose reactors.
The use of a mobile fuel in a molten, or pseudo-molten,
state best satisfies the first requirement above. The second requirement is strongly dependent upon the design
of the reactor heat-exchange mechanism and may be met
by either a high fuel dilution or an extremely efficient
heat-transfer mechanism.
In order to maintain a fast-neutron
spectrum, fuel
densities in a plutonium breeder will be high, and
cooIants must be either molten metals or salts. The
latter characteristic will permit large amounts of power
to be extracted from relatively small volumes, thus obtaining a large figure of merit (specific power).
Hydrogenous and organic coolants are eliminated because
of their attendant neutron moderation properties, high
vapor pressures at high temperatures, and relatively poor
resistance to radiation damage.
For efficiency reasons
the system temperature should be as high as is compatible
with a long operating life, Therefore, to be in step with
modem electrical generation techniques, this would impIy
coolant outlet temperatures of the order of 6500 C.
The reactor of the present invention is preferably a
fast reactor fueled with moken plutonium containing
about 20 kg. of plutonium in a tantalum container, cooled
by circulating liquid sodium at about 600 to 650” C. The
reactor has satisfactorily large negative temperature cm
efficient of reactivity and adequate control capacity.
Some nuclear reactors, in addition to providing a useful neutron or heat flux, provide a means for creating
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new active material or fuel within the reactor.
These
are knOWII as breeder reactors.
In a breeder reactor,
the breeding ratio depends upon the excess of the number
of neutrons born over the number lost in capture including fission, so that assuming no leakage:
R =breeding
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ratio=—

v—l—a

(1)
1 +CY
where R must be greater than one for useful breeding,
where v=average number of neutrons per fission, and
a=u~lur, where uc=capture cross section, and uf=fission
cross section.
When values are inserted in Equation 1, it can be seen
that in a reactor operating with thermal neutrons, UZ3S
is suitable as a breeder fueI but Pu~s9 is not. a for
~35 at thermal energies is low enough to provide a breeding ratio (R) greater than 1. However, at fast neutron
energks, Pua3~ is suitable as a breeder fuel since a for
Pu~@ is low enough to provide an R> 1, and UZS5is not
suitable.
Pure plutonium may be used in a non-breeder fast
reactor.
One of the difficulties of the use of pure plutonium in the form of solid fuel elements is that the
plutonium is consumed during the operation of the reactor and therefore the fuel element must be replaced
or reprocessed periodically as a certain percentage of the
plutonium is “spent.”
Another difficulty to the use of
pure plutonium in the form of a solid element or as
a liquid is that all of the heat is generated in a small
volume of material with attendant difficulties in heat
extraction.
In order to reduce the intensity of heat generation in
the plutonium, diluents may be used with plutonium but
other problems occur. When most diluents are added to
plutonium, the neutrons tend to be moderated, thus increasing the parasitic capture in plutonium 239 to form
plutonium 240. Furthermore,
diluents have also been
found to create competing neutron reactions which also
decrease the effectiveness of the reactor for breeding.
Likewise, from a metallurgical standpoint, many such
alloys of plutonium commonly have phase structures
which give the metal undesirable properties.
When Puzqo is formed in a fast reactor it adds to the
reactivity, since it is a fast neutron fission material. However, Puzqo in a reactor whose neutrons have been slowed
down acts as a non-fissile material, since it increases nonfission capture.
Thus the neutrons captured in producing Puzqo in a thermal reactor are lost to the tissile system.
However, in a fast breeder reactor, new plutonium
atoms created in uranium add to the reactivity of the
reactor. The uranium in such a reactor may be integral
in the plutonium core or surround the core as a blanket.
The ratio of uranium to plutonium may vary over wide
ranges for operative reactors.
Since the parasitic capture of neutrons in the reaction Pu239+onG Pu~40 increases with a decrease of neutron energy, the reactor
core must contain materials which will not appreciably
moderate fast neutrons.
Fast reactors of the prior art, such as the reactor described in AEC document LA–1 679, entitled “The Los
Alamos Fast Plutonium Reactor,” have operated at low
power levels, utilized solid fuel elements, and produced
a fast neutron flux of the order of 10I2 neutrons/cm. ~-see.,
and have not generally been breeder reactors. Since such
reactors had relatively low powers and neutron fluxes, the
problems of fuel element phase stability at high temperatures, adequate heat removal, fission product dilution,
heat transfer characteristics, breeding gains, and increased
shielding problems at high neutron flux were problems
left unsolved by such reactors of the prior art.
Further, reactors of this type utilizing solid plutonium
fuel elements have the construction and operating dis-
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advantages associated with solid fuel elements.
Specifically, the fabrication of these fuel elements necessitates
elaborate health precautions in fabricating.
Reprocessing costs are. mnsiderably higher and fission products
cannot be removed without removing the fuel element
with resulting shut-down or the use of elaborate apparatus for loading and unloading during operation and for
protection against the radiation hazards associated therewith. Other disadvantages of solid plutonium fuel elements include the many phase changes, and consequent
density and dimensional changes, which may take place
during thermal cycling.
Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to
proyide a fast breeder reactor which utilizes molten plutonium+cmtaining fuels.
Another object of the present invention is to provide
such a fast breeder reactor in which the fissionable material is liquid during operation and may be ‘circuited
external to the core for reprocessing and rmovery.
A further object of the present invention is to provide
a fast reactor fueled by molten plutonium or alloys thereof contained in a refractory metal heat exchanger and
cooled by liquid sodium flowing through the core,
the fuel being subdivided in the heat exchanger so that it
is cooled primariiy by conduction and some convection
rather than by forced circulation of the fuel external to
the core and in which the liquid fuel is capable of being
drained from the core for reprocessing purposes and
nuclear safety,
A still further object of the present invention is to provide such a reactor wherein the core is substantially surrounded by a breedhg blanket and in which more plutonium is produced than is burned in the core.
Other objects and advantages of the present invention
w’11 become more apparent from the following description includlng drawings, hereby made a part of the specification, wherein,
FIGURE 1 is a sectional view of the uPPer Portion of
the preferred embodiment of the reactor-of &e present
invention;
FIGURE 2 is a sectional view of the middle portion
of the reactor, immediately below the portion shown in
FIG. 1;
FIGURE 3 is a sectional view of the bottom portion of
the reactor, immediately below the portion shown in
FIG. z
FIGURE 4 is a detailed sectional view of the core
region of the preferred embodimen~
FIGURE 5 is a detailed cross sectional view of the mactor of the preferred embodiment;
FIGURE 6 is a detailed cross sedional view of the
core region of the reactor of the preferred embodimen~
FIGURE 7 is a sectional view of a second reactor embodiment;
FIGURE 8 is a detailed sectional view of the core
region of the second reactor embodiment
FIGURE 9 is a sectional view of a third reactor embodiment;
FIGURE 10 is a schematic diagram of a Vquid fuel
handling system for the reactor embodiment of FIG. 9;
FIGURE 11 is a detailed sectional view of the spiral
core of the reactor embodiment of FIG. 9;
FIGURE 12 is a partial cross sectional view of the
spiral core of FIG, 11;
FIGURE
13 is a schematic diagram of the coo!ant
system;
FIGURE 14 is a schematic drawing of the preferred
fuel handling system;
FIGURE 15 is a fuel alloy phase diagram of the preferred fuel, and
FIGURE 16 is a graph showing the expansion characteristic of the preferred fuel.
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[Preferred embodtmentl
Ma.tertals:

Fuel tap---------------------

10

Fuel aount_-_.-----_--.----Fuel consumption -------------Coolant tubes ----------------Reflector --------------------Coolant ---------------------Breeding blanket -------------Structural material -----------Sbield _----------------------

‘l%’?$;
%: aiw
(.
W20 kg.

G&%iw.

Sodfim.
Natural uranium.
Stalulem steel - tantalure.
Lea~tgteel, heavy con-

Ifj Dlme;~$tin&:-;_ _ --------------Reflector --~-~---------------.
Over-all ---------------------Coolij~Pgystem:
---------------------Coolant treatment------------20
Pumpe -_--------------------.

169 tubes,
Radial -3 in. Fe.
2 ft. dia. x 8 ft. high.
-- Recirculated sodium,
Re#o~~~a;f oxygen by
Conduction.electromagnetle pumps.
Protective atmosphere above
F
sodium--------------------Ar on.
Coolant inlet temperature ------- 50%“ c.
Coolant outlet temperature ----600” C.
Coolant velocity ---------------5 ft. sec.
Coolant
inlet
pressure
------10
p.s. [.
25
CO;&&jp_~fl-~-~D
through
3 .s.1.
------------15 i g.p.m.
Pumping rate ----------------15 kw.
Pumping Ower------_--------.
Operatln @’con itlorm:
1000 kw.
Tota heat power -------------?&(;:
133~u./ft.s/hr.
Heat flux (average) -----------30
Power density (average) -------&wc/kg.
S@f$ power (av~ge)-------urn fuel tern erasure -----Neutron flux densl y—

Fast (max. )-------------Thermal (max.)—
Core ----------

36

Graphite ------------Median fission energy ----------Jdffective rompt neutron llfe---Power ra ?10 (center/edge -----Temperature coemclent oi
reactivity -------------------

Total ehlm control --------40 Core composition :
Fuel alloy (Pu-Fe)----L ------Tantalum container -----------Sodium ---------------------.
Core radiua (inside veasel)-----Core height ------------------Breedjng: Breeding ratio ----------Sphere (S4 Multigroup) :
Bare core bucklln ------------45
Bare core extrapo f ated radius---Bare core crltlcal radius -------Cylinder (S. Multigroup) :
Side reflector savings------_---i
Top and bottom reflector savingsCritical mass alloy (Pu.oFe.~)---Cylindrical radius ------------50
Cylindrical
Cylindrical

height ------------volume -------------

.

4)( 10%/cm.~-aec.

p$yg’’m..sec.
:3? 10-%ec.
.

.

—

—3.3t?/0 C. prompt,
—3.6t?/” C. totaL
$16.15
50% by volume.
15% by volume.
359% by volume.
7.54 cm.
14 cm.
J.5.
B~=.059

R.xc12.92
Rcz1O.33

cm.~.

em.
em.

6~ 5.0s ~.
5=4.1 7 cm.
CM= 20 kg.

R=71=7.54 ~,
HC71=14 ~.
v=2.4s
lttera

am

55

IC..,.=2.S4.
‘“”’”
=z------”--”
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k.f(-.- . . . ..-- . . ..- . . . . ----------------

Adjustedto untt by
geometryand i y dtlution,
Central medianfissionenergy.. . . . . . . ~f= 1.6Smev.
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.177
1.3s+.49s Mev-.._.._._
. 32s
.40s-j.N4 Mev- . . . ..__.187
.1sS+.037 Mev--.-.._
...
.079
.067+,024!3Mev-. ______
.022
.024s+.wu Mev-------.O&
9.12 Kev.—l67 ev_.._..--------9.. - . . . . . . . . ..-.. _-.__
. . . . . 167ev.—l.l25 ev----------------10----------------------------1.125ev.—.O6ev_______
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Powerratio, center/edge P.R. - 1.4S.
Computations based upon absolute multiplication were
75 made and are, therefore, explicitly independent of ex-
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pansion coefficients.
were assumed:
—

The following expansion coefficients

‘p
-1 fuel---- .-.:-----------------------------------------

.75WJ-Y c.

:

Na--------------------------------------------------

3.X1OYC.

*

T8--------------------------------------------------

.uwxlo+”c.

Fe--------------------------------------------------

.3XlfrVC.

PI .

P

~

kp A]-----------------------------P

--------------------

slxlo-4/” c.

The side reflector was computed for the following radial
thickness:
Cm.
Core (5o% fuel, fuel p=16.7g./cc.)---------W7.5$
. . . Feat 90% density -------------------------.
0.2
Air rzaD------ --------------------------------10.2
-----------------------Al ‘10
Air gap-----------------------------------. Graphite --------------------------------15
The top reflector consisted of 1.9 cm. Na, 22.8 cm.
65%Fe+35%Na.
Theradial contribution totheover-all
buckling ismtimated as 61.8% for an equivalent core diameter of 5.9-in.
Demitychangw
.3K
~
wm fuel---------------------------------

as

~.

Mona ----------------------------------

–.lSLW’C.

side reflectorNa-----------------------

-.60W” C.

~
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–. OSW/”C.

aK
~
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-.2SSfV° C.

ax
~

ax

e-

-2.46Wt/° C.

aK

ZJ
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-.07E#/”c.

bK
~

total coredensity -----------------------

-3.0311!/OC.

g~

Alshim ---------------------------------

–.OWI°C.

(leometw:
aK
23

aK

w

Tawmexpamion -----------------------

+.126#° C.

Fesidereflector expmrsion. .. ..-. -......

- +.053!i/° C.

total mregcometry ----------------------

+.179d/° C.

totnIme( demity+wmetrY)-----------

‘2.~2f/”c.

Alshim expansion-----------------------

-.11 OW’C.

ciar)s:

“ax core mdius ------------------------------

A

+2%%/milllme~r
( Pu alloy additions). -

as mm height -----------------------------irz

+97f/milltiOteE

a;

reflectorshim gap-----------------------

+28. Wmillimeter
(Fe or Al over
air).

sldm out--------------------------------

-15236.

shim out (l~o BIOin C)-----------------

-161S#.

(Pu alloy additions).

Shim:
3K
.
~K

MisccUaneous:
aKl no Na in mm---------------------------aRl lvoBjoin C (mmpmed to no Blo)--.----

See report

-6161?.
-66. St.

K–1–3049, declassified May 6, 1957, entitled “some Applications of the !& Method,” by R. M.
Kiehn, submitted for publication in “Nuclear Science &
Engineeringfl the disclosure of which is incorporated
herein by reference.

APPARATUS
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The reactor of the preferred embodiment in the present
invention is ahown in FIGURES
1, 2 and 3, Figure 1
6 being the top portion, FIGURE 2 being thecenterportion and FIGURE 3 ti]ng the bottom portion of the
reactor.
The reactor consists of a pressure vessel 20
fabricated from stainless steel having acylindncalgeom~0 etry and a dish shaped bottom portion 21 (FIG. 3).
The upper extremity of the pressure vessel 20 has a flange
22to which is welded orotherwiee
integrally attacheda
top plate 23 which seals the interior of the vessel from
the outside environment.
The top plate 23 has an aperture 24 which connects the intenorof vessel 20 with the
15 inside of coolant inlet pipe 25, the inlet pipe 25 being
welded or otherwise sealed to the top plate 23. A fuel
reservoir container 26 extends through an aperture 27 in
the top plate 23 near the outer periphery of the top plate
23, and is sealed to the top plate 23.
20
Suspended from the topplate23is
a cylindncrd support member 28, which is attached to the bottom of top
plate 23 by bolts. The cylindrical support member extends downwardly into the cavity of the pressure vessel
20andhas
abottom support flange29 (FIG. 2). With25 in the cylindrical support member 28isthe upper reflector
30, coneistingof a cylinder of iron having a plurality of
passages 31 which connect the coolant inlet reservoir volume 32 (FIG. 1) with the volume 33 (FIG. 2) immedi30 ately above the reactor core assembly, The cylindrical
support member 29 has aflartge 34 along its bottom inner
surface in which theupperflange350f
the core contairrer
36isattached
byholts 370r equivalent means. In this
manner thecore container 36 is supported by the cylindri35 cal support member 28. The bottom support flange29
of the cylindrical support member28
has a downwardly
extending tube support member or coolant inlet header 38
which, in the preferred embodiment, supports the reentrant tubes, as explained in detail hereinafter.
‘fhecore
container
36
supports
a
tantalum
core
cage
container
42
40
in which the molten plutonium fuel is contained and
through which the coolant passes, asisexplained
in more
detail hereinafter.
The core container 36 extends downwardly and has a lower supporting flange 43 (FIG. 3)
which supports the bottom reflector 44 which is con45 structedof
iron. It should be noted that the coolant flow
is primarily around the exterior of the core container 36.
However, passages maybe added between the core cage
container 42 and the core container 36 to cool the outer
surface of the core cage container 42, in which case the
50 reflector 44 would be provided with a plurality of coolant
channels (not shown) similar to the upper reflector 30.
The cylindrical support member 28 has in its upper portion (FIG. 1) a plurality of supporting rods 46 internally
_- attached thereto and extending o-utwardly toward the-pres55 sure vessel 20, which supporting rods pass throu~
an
aperture in the stationary iron reflector 47, thereby axially supporting the stationary radial reflector 47. The stationary reflector 47 is constructed of layers of cylindrical
segments, each layer being provided with coolant chan60 nels 48 on their outer surfaces. The stationary reflect~
extends downwardly over the major portion of the pressure vessel length and terminates in the bottom portion
of the pressure vessel 20. The channels 48 of refiector
47 are connected to the coolant volume 49 (FIG. 3) by
65 means of a plurality of horizontal holes 50 and channels
51. Welded to the outer bottom periphery of the reflector
47 is a tubular member 52 which is welded to a bottom
plate 53 thereby providing a cup which is lined with tantalum. This CUP, consisting of elements 52 and 53, pro70 vides
a container in which tbe plutonium fuel will be contained in case of a mechanical failure within the core
cage container 42.
The fuel reservoir container 26 (FIG. 1) contains a
75 tantalum reservoir 55 which extends downwardly through
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the top pIate 23 to the bottom plate 53. This tantalum
reservoir contains the plutoniumumtaining
fuel to be used
in the reactor and has a vertically movable positive dkplacement plunger 56, which is controlled from outside of
tbe reactor shielding and which is used to displace the
plutonium fuel from the reservoir into the core container
36.
A coolant outlet pipe 57 is prwided on the outer periphery of the pressure vesel 20 in the upper portion thereof
and is welded and sealed to the pressure vessel 20. The
pressure vessel 20 k contained within a swond containing
vessel 58 which is welded to and spaced from the pressure vessel 20. The space 59 between the pressure vessel
20 and outer containing vessel S8 may contain electrical
heating elements (not shown) to be used in start-up OPeratiorm as explained hereinafter.
The second containing
vessel 58 has a bottom plate 60 which is welded to a radial
support member 61, which support member is integral
with the dish shaped bottom portion 21 of the pressure
vessel 20 and extends downwardly through the containing vessel 58. A radiaf support guide member 62 is provialed around the radial support member 61 so that the
radial support member 61 is freely movable in the vertical
direction within the radial support guide member 62.
Since the reactor pressure vessel 20 is supported from the
top, by structure not shown, expansion in the vertical
dire~ion due to heating is allowed by the arrangement of
the radial support member 61 and radial support guide
member 62.
Surrounding the central portion of the reactor pressure
vessel 20 and outside of the containing vessel 58 is a
cylindrical reflector assembly 65. The reflector assembly
65 contains a plurality of control and/or oscillating rods
vertically movable within the movable parts of the cylindrical reflector assembly 65. The control rod assembly
consists of a control rod tube 66 integrally attached to the
reflector assembly 65 and supported by a control rod support 69 attached to the outer surface of the second containing vessel. A control rod 68 is vertically movable
within the control rod tube 66. A more detailed explanation of the reflector assembly is contained hereinafter in
the explanation of FIG. 5.
The lower portion of reservoir 55 is connected through
a fuel pipe 70 to the b@tom of core cage container 42.
In this manner the movement of the plunger 56 down
into the fuel will cause plutonium containing fuel to be
displaced upwardly through pipe 70 into the container 42.
Referring now to FIGURE 4, which shows a detailed
cross section of the core region of the reactor of the
preferred embodiment, the tube support member 38 contains a plurality of apertures 75 through which a pluraht y of tantalum tubes 76 extend downwardly,
The
tubes 76 are welded to a liner 77 which is attached to the
top surface of tube support member 38 and the inner
surface of bottom support flange 34. The core cage container 42 contains a structural support sleeve of tantalum
78 which is supported on a tantalum plate 79 and keeps
the core cage container 42 from collapsing axially during
the evacuation prior to start-up. The plate 79 locates and
supports against lateral movement the outer tube 83 of
The core cage container 42 has
the bayonet assembly.
an upper peripheral volume 80 to compensate for fuel
expansion
during initial operation, the fuel in volume 80
being essentially
ineffedive
with respect to the reactivity
in die core. The upper member 81 of the core cage

container

42 is welded to the inner flange 82 of the core
42 and consists of a circular plate having

cage container

a plurality of holes passing through it, the plate having
its bottom surface inclined npwardly so that, as will be
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and terminate above th 2 recessed grooves in the tantahun
plate 79. The downwardly extending tubes $3 are supported against lateral displacement by circular ridges
84 on the tantalum plate 79. The tubes 76 extend downwardly until they terminate with open ends in the lower
portion of the tubes 83. In this manner the volume 33
immediately below the upper reflector 30 is connected
through the interior of tubes 76 to the bottom of tubes
83 upwardly through the annular volume around the outside of tubes 76 to the volume 85 immediately above the
upper member 81 of the core cage container 42. The
volume 85 is connected through channel 86 to the peripheral channels 39 in the core container 36. The arrangemeet of tubes withkt the core cage container 42 leaves a
fuel containing volume 87, which consists of the volume
in the interstices of the tube bundle. It is the volume 87
which contiins the plutonium or plutonium alloy used
as a fuel in the reactor of the preferred embodiment.
The volume 80 of the core cage container 42 is connetted by spiraling pipe 71 to the interior of the tantalum
reservoir 55. In this manner fission product gases may
escape from the volume 80 into the reservoir 55 where
they may be removed by passing upwardly around the misplacement plunger 56.
A more meaningful physical picture of the arrangement
of the tubes, reflectors and various containers is shown
in the sectional view of FIGURES 5 and 6. Specifically,
FIGURE 5 shows the control shim or reflector assembly
65 which is located external to and spaced from the
second containing vessel 58 which in turn is located extemal to and spaced from the pressure vessel 20. Inside of the pressure vessel 20 are the cylindrically segmented, stationary iron reflectors 47 which have a
plurality of channels 48. In the reflectors 47 is located
the fuel reservoir 55. The fuel reservoir 55 has a plurality of coolant channels 88 along ita outer surface to provide a means for controlling the temperature in the fuel
reservoir 55. Located within the reflectors 47 is a core
container 36 having a plurality of channels 39 on its outer
periphery and in which the core cage container 42 is
located,
The detailed cross section of the core cage container
42 which is located within the central volume of reflector
47 is shown in FIGURE 6. Within the core cage container 42 is a support sleeve 78 and a plurality of tubes
83 into which extend the re-entrant tubes 76. It is apparent from FIGURE 6 that the liquid fuel volume 87
surrounds each of the tubes 83 so that coolant flowing on
the inner surface of tubes 83 is in conductive contact with
the reactor fuel. Only a portion of the tube assemblies
are shown to simplify the illustration, however the centers
of all tube assemblies are indicated.
In the preferred
embodiment there are 169 tube assemblies 89 where each
tube assembly consists of tubes 83 and re-entrant tubes
76. The coordinates for a f50° segment of numbered holes
in FIG. 6 are shown in Table II, the other segments have
identical hole arrangements.
TABLE

.-:.

-‘

II

[Hole coordinates (cm.)-Tolerance+ .05]

60
!3!

Hole No.

1----------------------------------------------

65 ~---------------------------------------------3---------------------------------------------4----------------------------------------------

6---------------------------------------------6---------------------------------------------7.__.
.._ . . . . .._.
____. _. . . . . . ..___-.
8----------------------------------------------

-----apparent herehtafter, any gases formed during operation 70 !oIII:~::l~:lH:lIZIIU:: I:::j:I:I --------------------11--------------------------------------------will tend to move outwardly and upwardly into the
12.-...
volume 80. The member 81 has a plurality of tubes 83
13.-.-.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
14--------------------------------------------having closed bottom ends and welded to and extending
through the plurality of apertures
therein.
l%e tubes
83 extend downwardly
into the core cage container 42

-.

15--------------------------------------------16---------------------------------------------

75 17---------------------------------------------

Absrisss
(z)

;:
S.69

17.42
Is 14
17.42
26.07
27.52
27.52

26.07
34.76

Oni;ato

0.00
5.02

-5.02
1003

(1.Ill
-’0.03
15.05
6.05
-5,05

-lJ :3

37.68
36.95
34.m

10.14
0.00
-10.14
-20.07

46.40

25.0s
15.27

36.95

43.44

.
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TABLE

11—Ccmtinued

111--Continued

Core composition:
Fuel alloy -------------------50%.
Tantalum container ----------15%.
Sodium ---------------------35 0.
Critical mass --------------------20 ‘1 g.
Core radius (inside vessel) --------7.54 cm.
Core height ----------------------14 cm.
Breedine : Breeding ratio -----------1.6.
;ECOND EMBODIMENT

(

1

I

Hole No.

1
AbsJssa

I

Ordivyte

47.S9
47.59
46.40
43.44
62.15
65,S8
6s. 16
5s. 92
6S.16
55.53
62.15
60.w
65.38
6s. 47
70.04
70.04
63.47
65.38
W 8Z

18.. -... -.-... ---. --.. -. . . . --------------------19--------------------------------------------m--------------------------------------------21--------------------------------------------z--------------------------------------------s--------------------------------------------24--------------------------------------------25--------------------------------------------26--------------------------------------------27--------------------------------------------%--------------------------------------------m--------------------------------------------30--------------------------------------------31--------------------------------------------32--------------------------------------------33--------------------------------------------34--------------------------------------------35-------------------------------------------30----------------- --------- ----------- ------- -

6
5.13
-5.13
-15.27
-25.08
30.10
20.44
10.33 10
0.co
-10.33
-20.44
-30.10
35.lZ
25.W
15.63
5.25 15
–5. 25
–15. 03
-25.66
-35. lZ

In the outer reflector assembly 65 it is apparent from 20
FIG. 5 that the preferred embodiment utilizes four control rods, some of which may be oscillator rods. The
oscillator rods 90 consist of a half rod composed of reflecting material 91 and a half rod composed of a neutron
absorbing material 92. These rods are rotatable about a 25
vertical axis so that a portion or all of the reflector can be
exposed to the neutron flux from the core region within
the core cage container 42, or a portion or all of theabsorber material 92 can be moved into proximity with respectto the critical region. Inthismanner
very fine con- 30
trol over the criticality can be maintained.
The control
rods 68, contained within the control rod tube 66, are
used primarily for gross adjustments in reactivity.
Furthermore, the entire reflector assembly 65 is vertically
movable with respect to the critical region and in this 35
manner reflective control mayalso be accomplished.
Surrounding theentire reactor atthe core level (see FIG. 2)
isa breeding blanket 93, preferably of uranium, in which,
through neutron capture, plutonium 239 is formed.
40
TABLE III
Summary

of Reactor

[Embodiment

Specifications

of FIGS. 7 and 81

Materials :
IJuel type -------------------Fuel amount ----------------Fuel consumption _____________
Coolant tubes ---------------Reflector --------------------Coolant ---------------------Structural material ____________
Shield ----------------------Lattice ---------------------Reflector --------------------Over-all ---------------------Cooling system:
Type -----------------------Coolant treatlllent ------------Pumps ----------------------Protective atmosphere above sodium ______________________
Coolant inlet temperature -----Coolant outlet temperature ----Coolant velocity -------------Coolant inlet pressure _________
Coolant pressure drop thru reactor ______________________
Pnmping rate _________________
--- —----------OperW?~?&~Zs:
Total heat power -------------Power density (average) _______
Specltic power (average) -----Maximum fuel temperature ----Neutron flux density—
Fast (max. )______________
Thermal (max.)—
Core ---------------Graphite _____________
Median fission energy __________
EiTective prompt neutron life___
Power ratio (center/edge) _____
Temperature coeftlcient of reactivity ---------------------Total shim control ____________

Pu–Fe.
45
*2O kg.
-1 gm. /day.
Tantalum.
Fe.
Sodium.
Stainless
steel -tan talum.
Le#:t#eel,
heavy con- 50
169
tubes
(straight
thrm@
l).
Radial —3 in. Fe.
2 ft. dia. X 8 ft. high.
Recirculated sodium.
Re#o~/ajf
oxygen by 55
Conduction”electromngnetic pumps.

MJ”e;
-5 ft. sec.
10 p.s.i.

60

-1 p.s.l.
;;Okgp.m.
1,000 kw.
350kw, lit.
4~7Ql~i/cg.
L

65

4 X 101%/cm.~-see,
Negligible.
.-1013 n/en]. *-sec.
1.05 ruev,
:.:;
.

70

10-0 sec.

.

@/” C. prompt,
—3.6 @/” c. total,
$16.15.
-3.3

76

A second embodiment of the reactor of the present invention is shown in the sectioned drawing of FIGURE 7.
The reactor of this embodiment consists of an outer vessel 101 having a top closure 102 welded to its top portion
thereby sealing the interior of the vessel from the outside
environment
and having bottom plate assembly 103
welded or otherwise sealed to the outer vessel. The outer
vessel bottom plate assembly 103 is attached to and
supported by base 104 which has ~ “sealing plate 105
which forms a chamber 106 which communicates through
aperture 107 with the interior of the outer vessel 101
above the bottom plate assembly 103. Extending radially and welded to the base 104 is a cylindrical duct 108.
Inside of and spaced from the cylinder duct 108 is a
coolant inlet pipe 109 which passes into the chamber 106
through the cylindrical duct 108 and upwardly through
aperture 107 terminating in and attached to base plate
110. The base plate 110, which is spaced from the bottom plate assembly 103 and is supported by coolant inlet
pipe 109 and support members not shown, is attached
to and supports an inner cylindrical pressure vessel 111
which terminates at its upper extremity in a flow directing baffle plate 112 which is welded to the upper peThe
ripheral edge of the inner pressure vessel 111.
coolant outlet pipe 113 extends radially outwardly from
the inner pressure vessel 111 through a concentric cylindrical duct 114 which is sealed to the outer vessel 101.
In this manner the interior of inner pressure vessel 111
is completely isolated from the volume between the outer
vessel 101 and the inner pressure vessel 111. The coolant
inlet pipe 109 has a tantalum liner 115 which extends
around and lines the base plate 110 thereby providing
a surface resistant to plutonium and plutonium alloys,
should a mechanical failure result in the presence of
plutonium within the inlet pipe 109 or on base plate 110.
Supported by the base plate 110 and contained within
the inner pressure vessel 111 is a radial reflector assembly
116 consisting of a plurality of cylindrical segments and
a bottom reflector assembly 117, the reflector assemblies
116 and 117 having coolant passage channels 118 and
119 respectively.
The coolant channels 118 extend upwardly from the inlet coolant chamber 120 to the outlet
aolant
chamber 121, while the coolant channels 119
extend upwardly from the inlet coolant chamber 120 to
core coolant inlet chamber 122. Supported by base plate
110 and extending upwardly inside of the radial reflector
assembly 116 is a cylindrical support member 123 which
extends the full length of the radial reflector 116 and has
a supporting step 124 on which is supported the core cage
container 125.
Core cage container 125, see FIG. 8, consists of a cylindrical tantahim tube bundle container 126 having an
upper tantalum plate 127 and a bottom tantalum plate
128 welded to its top and bottom inner surfaces respectively. Each of the plates 127 and 128 contain a plurality
of apertures in which a plurality of tantalum tubes 129
are welded, the tubes 129 extending through the container 126. The interior of tantalum tubes 129 communicate with core coolant inlet chamber 122 and core
coolant outlet chamber 130. The volume 131 between
the tubes and within the cylindrical tantalum tube bundle
container 126 and between upper and lower tantalum
plates 127 and 128 is the core volume and contains the
molten plutonium-containing
fuel, as discussed in detail
hereinafter.
Extending upwardly from the upper tantalum plate 127 and communicating with the volume 131
between the plurality of tubes 129 is a fuel distribution
chamber 132 which is located around the inner periphery
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of the cylindrical tantalum tube bundle container 126.
The fuel distribution chamber 132 is connected by fuel
inlet pipe 133 which extends downwardly along the outside of the lower reflector 117 and through the coolant
inlet pipe 109 to a non-critical fuel reservoir, not shown.
The critical volume 131 is also connected at its bottom
through fuel outlet pipe 134 to a fuel reprocessing system
and/or non-critical fuel reservoir, not shown.
An upper reflector 140, see FIG. 7, having a plurality
of vertical channels 141 is supported at its periphery by
the cylindrical tantahun tube bundle container 126. The
channels 141 connect the core coolant outlet chamber
130 with the outlet coolant chamber 121.
A tubular spacer 142 is supported by the radial reflector 116 and has a plurality of coolant flow apertures
143 located along its periphery.
The tubular spacer 142
supports a flow directing bathe 144 which extends downwardly into the outlet coolant chamber 121 and which
directs @e flow of coolant from passages 141 radially outward through apertures 143 into channel 145. The tubular spacer 142 also supports an upwardly extending steel
shield 146. The channel 145 is located between the inner
pressure vessel 111 and the cylindrical upwardly extending steel shield 146.
The outer vessel 101 is surrounded by a heating coil
support cylinder 150 which extends the full length of
the radial reflector 116 and is spaced from the outer
vessel 101. An induction coil 151 is wound around the
support cylinder 150 and is connected to a suitable electrical source, not shown. The support cylinder 150 has
an outwardly extending flared portion 152.
Located externally to the heating coils 151 are the con.
trol shims 153 which are cylindrical in form and essentially identical to the control shims of the preferred embodiment.
Surrounding the entire reactor assembly as
described and located radially outwardly from the control shims 153 is an air flow directing baffle 154 which is
cylintilcal
in shape and extends from the top of the
neutron shield 155, e.g., graphite, to a point slightly below
the cylindrical duct 108. and which is supported by the
cylindrical duct 108 and by support members 156 from
the upper cylindrical duct 114.
The cylindrical duct 108 and that portion of the coolant
inlet pipe 109 which is contained within the chamber 106
as well as upper cylindrhl
duct 114 are surrounded by
insulating material 157 to prevent undue thermal stresses
in the reactor vessel during operation.

Operatin

Summary o~ Reactor Specifications
[Embodiment of FIGS. 9 thru 12]
,

5

-35 ‘kg.
15 gm./day.
Tantulum.
Uranium.
Sodium.
Uranium.
Stainless steel. tantalum.
Lead, steel, heavy conShield -----------------------crete, sodium,
Patti@ ----------------------S iral core tube.
Core tube length (single tube) --- 11 0 ft.
Reflector ---------------------3“ uranium.
2’ dia. x 8’ high (capOver-all ----------------------

-- .-,.

20

25

30

35

A.

45

Pumps ----------------------above
atmosphere
Protective
8odlum ---------------------Coolant inlet temperaOm2------Coolant outlet temperature ----Coolant velocity (through core) ~o~~a~~ inlet pressure ---------rmessu re drOD tbru
renctols --------------------Pumping rate -----------------

50

55

60

65

+0110)

Cooling system:
Tow------------------------Coolant treatment -------------

Recirculated sodium.
Removal of oxygen by
hot trap.
‘Centrifugal pump.
mlpolp

&r

nrgon.

‘?0

w600” C:
20 ft./see.
p,s.i.

10

8 p.s,i,
2000 g./m,

IV-Continued

M#~~:eS

[emperature _____

LXdeneity coremaec,,$\max.)__---------------Thermal (uaax, )--Core --------Median tlaaion energy ---------Effective prompt neutron life---Power ratio (center edge) -----Temperature coetlic fent of reac.
tivity approx_--------------.

,

15 me watts.
2.0 x 1% B.t.u/ft.s/.hr,
500 w./gm.
750” C.
3 X 10%/cm.%ec.
Negligible.
.5 mev.
- 10—7 sec.
1.48.

1.56/” C. prompt,
1.86/ C. total.
Total ehim control ------------Approx. $10.00.
Core composition:
Fuel alloy -------------------20% by volume.
Tantalum container -----------Sodium ----------------------mass ---------------------zi
i:. ‘;:::
15 Critical
Core radius (irrslde outer spiral core
81
in.
containin
can) ----------------/31
in.
Spiral core %eight ----------------Breeding: Breeding ratio ----------- 4 .5.
THIRD EMBODIMENT

10

Pu–I’e.
(9#,, ~/o Fe, 90.5 a/o

Fuel amount -----------------Fuel consumption -------------Fuel tubes -------------------Reflector ---------------------Coolant ---------------------Breeding blanket -------------Structural material ------------

TABLE
conditions:

Tota 7 heat power -------------Heat flux (average) -----------S cific power average) _______

TABLE IV

Materials:
Fuel type ---------------------

,

12

11

75

A third embodiment of the reactor of the present invention is shown partially sectioned and partially schematic in FIGURE 9 of the drawings.
In this embodiment a reactor vessel or core capsule 160 made of stainless steel and having a tubular shape extends the full
length of the reactor assembly.
The cylindri~l vessel
160 is contained within an assembly vessel 161 which is
also constructed of stainless steel and which has a top
plate 162 which is sealed to the outer periphery of the
core capsule 160 in slideable relation therewith.
The
core capsule 160 h= a bottom plate 163 which is SUP
ported by the bottom plate 164 of the assembly vessel
161. The top plate 162 has a plurality of coolant inlet
pipes 165 located in symmetrical arrangement around the
core capsule 160 through which the coolant flows downwafdlY into the volume between core ~psule 160 and
assembly vessel 161. The core capsule 160 contains a plurality of liquid fuel reservoir tanks 166, a plurality of
reservoir tanks being provided so that a non-critical geometry of the fuel within the reservoir tanks can be maintained.
The reservoir tanks 166 are located along the
inner surface of the core capaule 160 and are supported
by the bottom plate 163. Located within the cylindrical
array of reservoir tanks 166 is a hydraulic piston assembly
167 which may be operated by the coolant or which may
require predetermined coolant flow before it will operate.
The movable portion 168 of the hydraulic piston assembly 167 supports a container 169 which has a plurality
of apertures 170 and which contains a plurality of uranium elements 171 which are supported within and in
spaced relation thereby forming channels 172 through
which the coolant may flow upwardly into the coolant
inlet volume 173 which is located immediately below the
core ‘cage container 174. The container 169. being mov.
able b-a verticrd duection, is part of the c&trol-rnechanism of the present embodiment since the uranium elements 171 will act as a reflector for faat neutrons and
therefore their position with respect to the core cage container 174 will affect the reactivity of the fuel. The core
cage container has a coolant outlet volume 175 located
above ita upper surface and an upper reflector aasembly
176 which is vertically movable with respect to the core
and which contains a plurality of uranium elements 177
and coolant flow channels 178. The core cage container
174 is supported within the. core capsule 160 by flange
179, while the lower position of the upper reflector 176
is defined by a 5nge 180. The upper reflector 176 is
supported on shim control rods 181 which are connected
to a worm gear arrangement, not shown, so that upper
reflector 176 may be used as a shim control.
Located
outside of the core capsule 160 adjacent the core cage
container 174 is a uranium blanket with a plurality of
coolant channels passing therethrough which is supported
upon an inwardly extending flange member 182 having
a plurality of apertures 183 passing vertically therethrough. The flange member 182 also serves as a radial

.
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the core capsule 160 and is in slideable relation with the core capsule 160. The lower portion of the
assemlbly vessel 161, i.e., the volume below the flange 182
and outaide of the core capsule 160, is filled with coolant
and passages 184 are provided in the core capsule so that
the coolant will flow into the core capsule 160 and the
apertures 170 in the container 169.
The schematic arrangement
shown in FIGURE
10
shows the details of fuel handling system of the reactor
embodiment of FIGURE 9. Spccificafly the reservoir
tanks 166 contain a volume of liquid fuel having Q level
189 and a rc-entrant tube 190 which terminates slightly
above the bottom of reservoir tank 166. The tube 190
enters the reactor core region through pipe 191 at the
bottom ht a position 192, which position is in the bottom
of the core cage container 174. A branch pipe 193 extends upwardly around the core cage container 174 and
is connezted to the bottom of a settling tank 194. T4e
upper extremity of core cage container 174 has a circulating pipe 195 which is connected to bhe middle or
upper side portion of the settling tank 194. The top
of settling tank 194 is connected through a pipe 196 to
the upper side portion of a scavenging fluid reservoir
tank 197. The top of scaven~ng fluid reservoir tank
197 is connected through pipe 198 to a gas vent, not
shown. The bottom portion of reservoir tank 197 is
connected through an electromagnetic (E. M.) pump 199
by pipe 201 to the circulating pipe 195 at a point immediately above the core cage container 174.
The operation of the fuel circulating system shown in
FIGURE 10 is as follows:
A conduit 188 which is wnrrected to an independent
source of Na or NaK which is provided with a suitable
pressurizing means is connected to the top of reservoir
tanks 166 so that upon forcing Na, for exampie, into the
reservoir tanks 166, the level 189 will be forced down
and the plutonium containing fuel will be forced upwardly through pipes 190, 191, 193, and 195 to a level
202 in the settling tank 194. In this manner the wre
cage container 174 will be filled with plutonium wntaining fuel, as will circulating pipe 195 and branch pipe 193.
This is the liquid fuel level during operation of the reactor.
The scavenging fluid reservoir tank 197 has a level
203 of a fission product scavenging fluid such as those
disclosed in co-pending application Serial No. 700,917,
filed December 5, 1957, now abandoned, by Arthur S.
Coffinbemy and also assigned to the Government of the
United States as represented by its Atomic Energy Commission, entitled “Reactor Fuel Scavenging Meansfl preferably a calcium-magnesium
eutectic in the present embodiment,
The E.M. pump 199 pumps the fission product scavenging fluid downwardly through pipe 201 into
circulating pipe 195. This fluid, being lighter than plutonium, bubbles up through circulating pipe 195 thereby
circulating the plutonium containing fuel upwardly in
circulating pipe 195 and into settling tank 194 where the
plutonium containing fueI settles to the bottom rapidly
and flows downwardly through branch pipe 193, back
through bottom position 192 into the reactor core cage
container 174. The E.M. pump 199 is regulated so that
the flow in pipes 193 and 195 is of the order of a few
liters per hour. The wntact between the calcium-magnesium eutectic in the preferred embodiment and the
plutonium containing fuel, in accordance with the teschings of the above referenced c~pending application of
Arthur S. Coffinberry, removes a large portion of the
fission products from the fuel. The cafcium-magnesium
eutectic in settling tank 194 which is looated above the
level 202 with the plutonium wntaining fuel circulates
upwardly through pipe 196 into scavenging fluid reservoir
tank 197. The flow through pipe 196 also removes the
gaseous fissiou products from settling tank 194, which
gaseous products are vented through gas vent pipe 198.
In this manner the apparatus of FIGURE 10 provides

14
a simple, safe fission product removal system in which
the atlinity of certain elements for tission products is
utilized to remove these fission products from the core
of the reactor.
It is also within the purview of the pres6 ent invention to utilize any of the other fission product
scavenging fluids disclosed in the above referenced copending application and further to provide additional apparatus for adding plutonium or the alloying element used
in the fuel by providing a fuel addition pipe and associated
10 apparatus in the settling tank 194 below the liquid fuel
level 202. It is also within bbe purview of the present
invention to utilize the above described fission product
removal system with any one or both of the reactor embodiments above described.
15
A cross sectional view of the spiraling tube core region
of the reactor embodiment shown in FIG. 9 is shown in
detail in FIG. 11. Specifically, FIG. 11 shows the right
half of the spiral core cage assembly which is symme&ical, except for pipes 191 and 195, abeut the indicated
20 center line and shows the core cage container 174 supported by the flange 179 of the wre capsule 160. The
core cage container 174 consists essentially of a top plate
205 and a bottom plate 206 having an inside spiral core
containing can 208 and an outside spiral wre containing
25 can 209 which fit into appropriate slots in upper and
lower plates 205 and 206 so that the inside can 208 forms
a cylindrical tube symmetrical with the center line while
the outside containing can 209 forms a cylindnoal tube
concentric around the inside tube 208, thereby providing
30 a spiral core containing volume 210. The spiral wre
indicated generally at 211 has an inlet pipe 191 passing
through the bottom position 192 in the core cage container 174 and communicating with the outer end of
the first level of the spiml core 211. The spiral core 211
35 preferably consists of a single flattened tantalum tube
140 ft. long having a height of Y4” and a width of %”
with a wall thickness of .020” and spirals inwardly in the
first level from the position 192 forming about 15 spirals
around the center line of the core. Adjacent the outer
40 surface of the inside spiral wre containing can 208 the
first level spiraf passes through an appropriate aperture
in the can 208 and into the central volume 212 of the
inside wre containing can 208. The first spiral in central volume 212 is bent in suoh a manner that the direc45
tion of the spiral is reversed and a second level of the
spiral core is made which spirals outwardly to a position above and adjacent the first level position 192. Immediately adjacent the inside surface of the outer spiral
core containing can 209 the tube constituting the spiral
50
core 211 is raised to a third level. The third level spirals
inwardly in the same manner as the first. In thk manner
in the preferred embodiment shown in FIG. 11, twelve
levels of spiraling core tube are provided in which the
first, third, fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh spiral in55
wardly and the other levels spiral outwardly so that the
circulating pipe 195 can be connected directly to the
outer spiral in the twelfth level. A plurality of retaining
tubes 213 are provided which pass through apertures in
upper and lower plates 205 and 206 and extend the full
60
length of the core cage assembly thereby providing axial
rigidity as well as providing spacers between individual
turns of the spirals at the various levels and maintaining
alignment of the tubing to form fluid carrying ducts for
the passage of coolant.
Thus the spirrds in each level
65
are afl clockwise, for example, and vertical alignment
of each spiral is maintained between levels.
The volume between the outer spiraf wre wntaining
can 209 and the core capsule 160 contains a plurality of
uranium slugs clad in stainless steel or other appropriate
70
metal which act not only as a breeding blanket but also
as a fast neutron reflector.
These slugs are cylintilcal
in shape, are located in spaced relation with each other
so that coolant may flow along their surface, and are
maintained in the indicated spaced relation by a plurality
75
of supports 214 connected to the core capsule 160.
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The top and bottom plates 205 and 206 are provided
with a plurality of segmentrd slots 215 mrd retaining tube
holes 216 m is more apparent from FIG. 12 which is a
view taken alone line of 12-12 of FIG. 11. The slots
215 are provided in a spiral ~angement
so that all of
the slots 215 are located directly above the volume 210
between individual spiral coils. In this manner the coolant flows through the mre in an unobstructed passage
and is in conductive contact with the large vertical surface of the spiral core 211. With such arrangement the
amount of heat which may be removed from the core
region is increased by a factor of 10 over the core arrangements disclosed in the other embodiments and thus more
efficient plutonium use is attained.
It should also be noted that it is within the purview
of the present invention to provide an inlet 191 and
outlet 195 for each bank of spirals coils, where a bank
consists of an even and an odd level of spimf core. Each
bank would have an associated fuel reservoir tank 166
or could be connected to various reservoir tanks having
different plutonium content percentages.
ID this manner the fuel density could be varied in the severrd banks
in the core region to control power density, or reactivity
control attained in this manner.
COOLING SYSTEM

A schematic diagram of the arrangement of the general
cooling system is shown in FIGURE 13. The reactor
220, which may be any of the reactors shown in the previous embodiments, haa a ccwlant outlet duct 221 which
is connected to the inlet of an intermediate heat exchanger 222. A flow meter 223, hot trap 224, a cold
trap 225 in parallel with hot trap 224, and a pump 226
are connected to coolant outlet duct 221. The outlet
227 of the intermediate heat exchanger is connected to
an expansion tank 22S which in turn is connected through
a plurality of heat transformers 229 for use during startup to a parallel pump assembly indicated generally at
230. The pumping assembly 230 consists of E.M. pumps
231, flow meters 232, valves 233 and common flow
meter 234, the output of common flow meter 234 being
connected to the inlet duct 235 of the reactor 220. InJet
duct 235 is also connected through a normally closed
valve 236 to a filling and dumping tank 237, the tank
237 being connected to the storage line 238 and to a
cmlant storage tank not shown. The intermediate heat
exchanger 222 is also connected to a secondary heat exchanger 239 by ducts 240 and 245, the duct 240 having
pump 241 in the return duct side. The heat extraction
lmp consisting of ducts 240 and 245 may utilize a gas
or liquid as a heat exchanging medium.
The secondary
heat exchanger 239 has a water inlet 242 and a steam
outlet 243, the latter being connected to the power producing facility, e.g., stew
turbine, for example (not
shown).
The sodium cooling system of FIGURE 13 operates in
the following manner: The entire system is filled with a
liquid sodium through storage line 238 and filling tank
237 through valve 236. This is accomplished by providing heating elements in a storage tank (not shown)
and by raising the temperature of the environment surrounding the cooling system shown in FIGURE 13 to a
temperature above the melting pint of sodium. The
entire sodium cootiig system is preferably flushed with
an inert gas for a. considerable time prior to the introduction of liquid sodium so that all air and other material which would react with the liquid sodium have
been completely removed.
Tbe E.M. pumps ’231 and
226 are then started and valve 236 is closed. T’he scxlium
is circulated within the cooling system for several hours
to insure that all gaseous voids withk the system have
been removed.
The heat transformers 229 are then activated while the sodium flow is continued.
In this manner the entire system including the reactor is slowly
brought to a temperature of about 450” C. To supple-
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ment such heating an induction or resistance heater 244
may be added immediately adjacent the reactor vmael.
The cold trap 225 is used only during startup operation
and is disconnected from the system when the sodium
to the 450° C. value. This trap
5 temperature is *
functions to remove oxygen from the coolant system.
The hot trap 224 is utilized during reactor operation and
contains a getter material for removing oxygen so that
the oxygen content in the sodium will be reduced to less
10 than the order of a few parts per million.
FUEL HANDLINO SYSTEM
A schematic diagram of the fuel handling system of
the preferred embodiment is shown in FIGURE
14.
15 Specifically, (the pressure vessel 20 is supported on a radial
support guide member 62 which constitutes a base for the ‘ “ -reactor. Extending upwardly from the top portion of the
pressure vessel 20 is the fuel reservoir container 26 which
extends through a heavy concrete shielding plug 250 and
..
20 terminates in a plunger thimble extension 251 which is
conneoted to the plunger mechanism 252. Conn@ti
to
the fuel reservoir container immediately above the shielding plug 250 is a fuel transfer chamber 253 which has
transfer gas lock valvea 254, one of these valves shutting
between the fuel tramsfer chamber
25 off communication
253 and the inter& of the fuel reservoir container 26
while the other valve shuts off communication between
the fuel transfer chamber 253 and a dry box. The dry
box contains a transfer mechanism by which solid plumoved from an ex~n~
I——..
30 tOOiUm Containing fuel is
cation into the & box. The fuel transfer chamber 253
contains a horizo~tal fuel transfer mechanism 257 which
moves solid plutonium from the opening adjacent the
dry box through the first transfer lock valve and into the
35 fuel reservoir container 26.
Located immediately above the &ield plug 250 are
.–+
the rod and shim drives 258 which have downww~y ex“tending control members 259 which pass through shield
block 250 and are connected to the control rod, the
40 control shim, and the oscillator rod assemblies generally
indicated at 260. In this manner the mechanid
auDaratus and electrical conn&ions
for the control rod: “shim
and oscillator roda are located in a shielded position, so
that repairs can be made without exposing personnel to
the high radiation levels adjacent the reactor.
Substan45
tially surrounding the reactor vessel 20 and external to
the control shim 260 is a B1Oimpregnated graphite shield
which has cooling air passing upwardly therethmugh.
It
should be noted that a breeding blanket of appropriate
50 material, such as natural uranium, cmdd be substituted for
all or a portion of the graphite shield or that a water
shield could be used.
The operation of the fuel handling system shown in
FIGURE 14 is as follows:
The movable pIunger 56 (see FIG. 2) is moved to its
55
upper position which is above the level of the fuel transfer chamber 253. The first lock valve is closed and the
-transfer mechanism 256 in the dry box moves small solid
pieces of the desired reaetor fuel, preferably a plutonium
iron alloy, and places these solid fuel pieces on the hori60
zontal transfer mechanism 257. The second lock valve
254 is then closed so that the dry box is no longer connected to the fuel transfer chamber 253. The first lock
valve 254 is then opened and the transfer mechanism
257 is then actuated so that the fuel piece is moved into
65
the fuel reservoir container 26 where it dropa to the bottom. This procedure is followed for a plurality of plutonium containing pieces until a sufficient quantity of plutonium is present within the fuel reservoir container to
into the
‘70 attain a condition of criticality when intrtiuced
core. The moling system of FIGURE 13, which has previously been activated, has heated the reactor assembly
to a high temperature, and thus the plutonium containing
pieces within the fuel reservoir container 26 W-ll be melted.
It should be noted that a cover gas, for example,
75

.
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argon, is Mwduced into the fuel lmrulling system through
a pipe 261 connected to the fuel reservoir container above
the shielding block 250 and has an outlet 262 immediately above the pressure vessel U. It is apparent that
the cover gas will flow downwardly in the fuel reservoir
container 26 and outwardly through outlet 262 thereby
removing gaseous fission products which wiIl normally
accumulate above the plunger 56.
The fuel handling system for the reactor shown in FIGURE 7 may be similar to that shown in FIGURE 14 except that the fuel reservoir container 26 would be located
orriaide of the outer vesel 101 and the fuel inlet pipe”
133 and the fuel outlet pipe 134 would be connected to
the lower and upper portion respectively of the fuel reservoir container 26.
The fuel handling system for the reactor embodiment
having the spiral are as shown in FIGURE 11 has a
similar fuel handling system (see FIG. 10) in which the
fuel is introduced originally through pipe 188 into the
reservoir tanks 166 in a liquid form. The fuel inlet pipe
188 is then used as a duct for a sodium system, for
example, in which sodium is introduced into the reservoir tanks 166 thereby forcing the liquid fuel upwardly
through pipe 190 into the core cage container 174. The
system for originally converting the plutonium contsiqing
fuel to liquid form and for handling the plutonium pieces
may be similar to that shown in FIGURE 14.

during the startup procedures it is found that criticality
is reached before the entire core is filled with liquid
plutonium, iron can be added which will not increase the
melting point of the alloy but will decrease it toward
the eutectic point. In this manner the liquid plutonium
fuel can be adjusted so that the entire core will be filkd
with plutonium containing fuel and no gross reactivi~
changea wiU take place during operation due to expansion of the fuel within the critical core region. For
example, the expansion characteristics of a plutonium
iron alloy are shown in FIGURE 16 where the alloy consists of 7.93 atomic percent iron and the Ix&mm plutonium.
As is apparent from the graph in FIGURE
16, an increase in temperature from about 450° C. to
an operating temperature in the neighborhood of 650°
C. results in an expansion of severrd percent.
The expansion characteristics of plutonium iron alloys having
about 9 atomic percent iron are very sirniiar to that
shown in FIGURE 16. Thus, it is apparent that duting the initial startup procedure where the temperature
is raised from about 450 to about 650° C. provision
must be made to accornrnoda~ the expanding plutordum containing fuel. Such expansion ‘is aw”ommodated
by the upper peripherrd volume 80 shown in FIGURE
4. As is also apparent from FIGURE
16, the volumetric expansion coetlicient in the liquid phase would
be about .75x 10~/0 C., which will give a highly desirable strong negative temperature
coefficient of reactivity over the complete operating range.
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REACTOR FUELS
The reactor fuels for all of the embodiments of the
reactor of the present invention preferably consist of
a plutonium-iron alloy where the iron is present in the
amount of about 9.3 atomic percent.
This percentage
constitutes a eutectic point in the phase dagrsm of the
plutonium iron system as is shown in FIGURE
15.
Although the embodiments of the present invention
described above preferably utilize the above mentioned
plutonium-iron alloy, other fuels such as those described
in a co-pending applicatic?r S.N. 523,138, filed July
19, 1955, now Patent No. 2,890,954, entitled “Plutonium A11oYs,” by William Chynoweth, or other plutonium
containing alloys, such as plutonium-bismuth,
plutonium-magnesium or ternary alloys containing plutonium
which have melting points in the range of the alloys
above mentioned, or lower, may be utifized in the reTable V shows the
actors of the present invention.
oertinmt data for some of the fuel allovs which mav be
..—–.
used in the reactors of the present invention.
TABLE
Fuel

Alloy

V

Alloys

Eutectic Com- ?&Itiw
@JOI&;
Percent

Pu—Fe..- . . . . ..- . . . . . . ----------Pu—_c.o.. . -----------------------Pu—NI----------------------Pu—Mg-------------------------Pu—Bi ---------------------------

9.5 Fe.- . . . . . . .
10 co. -...-...
12.5N]-------S5 Ma . . . . . . . . .
Non-eutsctic..

“c.’

410
406
4ss
&52
271-WI

16.8
16
Ill
3.4

As is apparent from FIGURE
15 the prefemed fuel
is a eutectic and has a melting point of approximately
410” C., which is severaf hundred degreea lower than
the melting point of pure plutonium,
Thus, although
pure plutonium could be used in the reactors of the present invation,
the resulting
corrosion
problems
resulting from the high temperatures
necessitated
by the use
of pure plutonium would require greater use of tantalum

—

and would also require far greater thicknewes in the
present co,rnponents fabricated from tantafum.
In all of these embodiments of the present invention
the plutonium fuel is originally made in the form of an
The reason for
alloy having 9 atomic percent iron.
utilixing a 9 atomic percent iron alloy i6 so that, if
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CORE CONFIGURATIONS
The core of the reactor
basic constituents:

(1)
35 (2)
(3)
(4)

consists

generally

of four

A cylindrical tsntahrm vessel
A tantalum tube heat exchanger
A molten plutonium alloy fuel
Sodium as the coolant

Three types of heat exchangers have been disclosed,
40 namely, (1) a crdandria or straight through arrangement
with verticrd tubes welded into the top and bottom,
(2) a baybnet with thimble or re-entrant tubea welded
onlv into a cover date. and (3) a miral coil around
whi~h the coolant ~ows~ The. “&ndfia
offers the ad=
46 vantage of a smaller pressure drop and simpler manifolding is required to provide proper cooling in the core
and reflector.
Cgol~t.,wopld
tlow in at the bottom and
out the top with parallel flow within the side reflector
and central region. However, thk straight through or
60 calandria type arrangement has the disadvantage that
thermal stresses irt the top and bottom plate, due to the
expansion of the tubes, requires heavy tantalum supports so that no structured failure, due to expansion,
can take place.
6S
The ‘bayonet type design of the preferred embodiment offers several advantages over the calandria type.
The tube sheet stresses are reduced, since there is only
lateral restraint at the bottom of the thimbles.
The
fuel container is simplified, since the bottom of the txm60 tainer is not used as a tube sheet and thus the number
of tube welds for a specified number of tubes is reduced
by a factor of 2. The second tube sheet, i.e., the reentrant tube support, holdi the sodum inlet squirttubes or re-e,ntrant tube and is quite independent of
‘fMs tube support is also made of
65 the fuel cgntainer.
tantalum in order to maintain the same relative spacing
between the thimbles and re-entrant tubes.
However,
the re-entrrmt tubes could be made of stainless steel, It
should be noted that there is no requirement that smaU
70 leaks between inlet and outlet sodium streams be
avoided since this will not have any effect on ‘heat removal etficiertcy. An additional advantage of the bayonet type construction of tie preferred embodiment is
that thermal shock is reduced.
Since the inlet sodium
76 stream passes in through the inlet tubes and out the ar4-
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nub between theee tubes and the thimbles, considerable
preheating of the inlet sodium occurs before contacting
the tantalum-fuel interfaces.
The thimble tube sheet
is furthermore
maintained at a uniform temperate
since it is covered by the core, outlet coolant stream.
Maximum thermal shocks ad stresses are removed to
the secondary tube sheet where minor leakage is unimportant.
The spiraf fuel tube arrangement combines the advantages of straight through sodium flow, minimized thermal
StKSWS, and minitid
number of welds. AISO tie surface to volume ratio can be adjusted at will, and is significantly greater than for either the bayonet or straightthrough types.
The critical mass determinations are made either experimentally or theoretically.
For methods and means
for determining the critical mass experimentally, see Los
Alamos Reports, LA-2142, declassified August 13, 1957,
entitled “Preliminary critical Experiments on a Mock-Up
of the Los Alamos Molten Plutonium Reactor,” by R. M.
Kiehn et al., and an “Introduction to Fast Reactors,” by
R. M. Klehn, identified as K-I-706,
declassified April
11, 1957, and ‘Some Applications of the Sn Method” by
R. M. Kiehn (K-1-3049),
the disclosures of which are
incorporated herein by reference.
Follotig
the teachreports and using the information contained
ings of these
therein, the determination of critical mass for various
size reactor cores as well as various fuel dilutions is a
matter of skill of the art md therefore no detfeilerf explanation is included herein.
Table VI shows the effect of coolant tube size on some
of the core cage characteristics.
The values tab~at~
are for a core cage with the following specifications:
16.2 g.hc. density of pu,gFe.1 alloy fuel (so% core VOlume), 6 in. height, 6 in. diameter, 1 mw. power, 500” C.
sodium coolant inlet temperature and 600° C. sodium
outlet temperature.
TABLEI VI

point, good heat transfer characteristic% and low pumping power requirements, but has the disadvrtfttage of its
explosive burning property when exposed to water, or
moist air.
Bismuth may also be usd as a coolant in the reactors
6
of the present invention. Bismuth, although obviating the
difficulties encountered in using sodium, has the disadvantage that it has a higher melting poir% the power requirements for pumping are about five times as large as
10 for sodium and polonium builds up in the system.
REFLf3~R
Armco iron is Wilized aa the reflector material in a
preferred embodiment since it is highly corrosion re.sietant
15 to hot sodium aqd it provides a suitable materird for low
frequency inducfion heating to bring the core components
above the melting point of sodium. The thickness of the
radial reflector is adjusted to permit the maximum external reflector control obtainable without permitting re20 flected thermalized neutrons to build up a power spike
at the core surface,
About +5” of iron is aatiefactory
for this purpose.
SAFE2Y fhtCUITs

The control rods are enriched lboron rods which move
25 vertically within the control rod tubes 66. The reflector
shim 65 is also vertically movable.
The mechanism for
moving the control rods and shm are similar to those of
the prior @ see “Principles of Nuclear Engineering:
Samuel Glasstone, chapter VI (Van Nostrand & Co.,
30 1955). In general the control rods are moved to their
vertical tubes by two-phase, two pole induction motors.
The motors are controlled by level switches, The shim
is attached to the vertical movement mechanism through
D.-C. lifting magnets which are de-energized during a
35 “scram” to allow the shim to fatl freely away from its
normal operating position adjacent the core.
Any leaks in the inner vessel, above normal activity in
the steam line, heat exchanger% coolant system, exces—
— . . sive fuel temperatures, or coolant IMMD failure will autm
au rnatically res~lt in inkrtion of th~ cr%trol rods andlor
1/4 5/16 6116 8/8
Ta eoelaut tube O.I). On.).. 3/16
.226 . 2s2 . 2s2 .346 .470
Ta ceohmt tube I.D. (tn.)-..
lM
dropping of the reflector shim.
79
1s4
236
166
,lW
Number tubes in core-----607
The above described components and circuits are wellSpactng between tubs c’Jn.253 .237 .420 .396 .505 .673
ters (in.)-----------------known
in the art and are therefore not ‘ilIuatrated or deGsp (ligament) between
0s2 .130
.173
0s7 . 10s
scribed in detail herein.
.065
tubas (in.)---------------45
237
162
123
Ma
W
94
Heat flux (watts/cm.;)-----Temperatnrs acru5S Ta
OPERATION
10,a
7.7
9.5
11.3 14.9
wan (“ c.).. .-.- . . ..-... - 6.9
Thermal hoop stress, Ta
The operation of the preferred embodiment of FIG@.s.I.)-------------------770 1,020 1,250 1,W(I 1,504 1,970
URES 1-6 orIIy is described herein in detail, since modiTemperature rw withfn
181
70
26
fuel (“ C.)---------------fications of this operating procedure for the other em.G
m? 50
.;?
Squirt-tribe O.D.(in.) . . ---- .123 .1%
bodiments will be apparent from this description.
.020 .024
,016 :s
.026
:;:;
.140 .130 . 1s1
.227
:$K&%?:!
W::::::
The cooling system is chemically cleaned and flushed
.024
.021
.052
:%
.031
.
01s
Na annular thicknees (tn.)..
with an inert gas. The sodium is then heated in a storHottest Na temperature
670
624
rot
624
600
(“c
. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 675
age container (not shown) and the environment of the
Hottas“i Na temperature
reactor and cooling system brought to a temperature
600
633
(“ c.). ----------- . . . . . . . .
1~6
1!’?
9.9 55 in excess of the melting point of sodium by passing
lZ
Na velocity (ft.jaec.l-------- 12.2 lE
—
heate4f air, for example, over the entire system for sew
eral hours.
When the entire system baa reached a temperature of
The fist 9 items are applicable to either crdrmdria,
about 100° C., the sodium from the storage tanks (not
once-throuzh. edant
flow or for the thimbles of the
bayonet d~lfi coolant flow. The heat flux through the 60 shown) is pumped through storage line 238 of FIGURE
13 into filling tank 237. Valve 236 is opened and the
Ta wall is figured at the mean diameter and the heat umentire cooling system of FIGURE
13 is ti#ed with soductivity of the fuel SI1OYis taken as 0.037 cal.ke.-cm.
dium at a temperature of about 100° C.” Pumps 226
“C, Items 10-16 apply only to the bayonet design cooland 231 are started and the sodium is circulated through
ant flow. T’he re-entrant or squirt-tube diameter is chosen
65 the reactor 220 and aa?ociated coolant system. The heatto make the inside diameter and the annulus have equal
ing transformers 229 are activated and be temperature
areas.
of the sodium is slowly raised to about 600a C. The
COOLANT
system is run at this temperature for several days to
The primary coolant is preferably sodium rdthougb a
clean the tantalum and lower its oxygen content to a
NaK system could also be utifized. The loop and reactor 70 value in equilibrium with hot trapped sodiurm
wall are constructed of stainless steel, type ELC, Such
During the latter portion of the Mgh temperature COOL
stainless steel is a good material for containing sodium
ant circulation cycle, the core and entire fuel system
in the operating temperature ranges, i.e., up to temperais evacuated in order to out-gas the fuel system compotures, for example, of about 800” C.
nent material.
The system may be flush~ with an inSodium is advantageous because of its low melting 75 ert gas such as helium to insure tf@ the fuel containing
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has a very low oxygen content.
Extra care must
W taken in this procedure since the plutonium containing fuel will be operating at temperatures in excess of
500° C., and at such temperatures contaminants, e.g.,
oxygen will be easily picked up by the molten fuel.
The fuel loading operation can now be started.
The
movable plunger 56 (see FIG. 2) is moved to its upper
position, i.e., above the level of the fuel transfer chamber 253 (see FIG. 14). The first lock valve is closed
and the transfer mechanism 256 in the dry box moves
small solid pieces of the desired reactor fuel, preferably
a plutonium iron alloy, and places these solid fuel pieces
on the horizontal transfer mechanism 257. The second
lock valve 254 is then closed so that the dry box is no
longer cormected to the fuel transfer chamber 253. The
first lock valve 254 is then opened and the transfer mechanism 257 is then actuated so that the fuel piece is moved
into the fuel reservoir container 26 where it drops to
the bottom.
This procedure is followed for a plurality
of plutonium containing pieces until a sufficient quantity
of plutonium is present within the fuel reservoir container
to attain a condition of criticality when introduced into
the core.
The fuel is then slowly added to the core by means
of the positive displacement plunger 56 while observations and measurements are made on neutron multiplication. The core fuel may then be drained into the reservoir and additional plutonium or iron added so that a
condition of criticality is reached when the molten fuel
level is slightly above the top of the core cage. The
neutron multiplication measurements are normally made
with the control shim Wlghtly below a position immediately adjacent the core and with the control rods partially out. In this manner the shim can be moved into
the adjacent position to increase criticality if desired at a
later time, and the control rods can be inserted to decrease reactivity during operation.
When the molten plutonium containing fuel has a
Ievel slightly above the flange 82 in the volume 80 for
a condition of just critical, power operation may be
started.
Such operation is begun by turning off the heating transformers 229 (see FIG. 13) thereby relying on
the reaotor to maintain the temperature of the coolant.
The pump in the intermediate heat exchanger is started
and water is pumped through the secondary heat exchanger 239. The pumping rates are increased until the
full one megawatt of heat is being extracted from the
reactor of the preferred embodiment.
Thus it is apparent that the reactors of the present
invention
have a novel arrangement
and association of
components which result in the effective use of a molten
plutonium-containing
fuel in a fast neutron, chain reacting, plutonium breeding system. Further, by utilizing
the fuel-coohnt systems of the present invention, neutron
fluxes, power outputs and power densities considerably
greater than those of fast reactors of the prior art are
obtained.
Although preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described, it is apparent that various modifications may be made without departing from the scope
of the invention.
Therefore the present invention is not
limited by the foregoing description of the various embodiments but only by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A fast neutron breeder reactor comprising in combination

plutonium to sustain a condition of neutrotdc criticrdity in said closed volume;
a single conduit means for adding fuel to the entire
core; a single conduit means for withdrawing fuel
from the entire core;
thermally conductive wrdl means defining a multiplicity
of coolant channels extending through said core container and said fuel in said closed volume, said
thermal] y conductive wall means also defining the
portion of said closed volume occupied by said
fuel and separating said fuel from said coolant channels;
means including a circulating coolant in said coolant
channels for removing heat from said fuel by means
of heat exchangers located outside of said reactor;
means for controlling the reactivity of said quantity
of fuel in said closed volume, and means separate
from said coolent substantially surrot@ktg said core
container for breeding plutonium.
2. The fast neutron breeder reactor of claim 1 wherein
said thermally conducting wall means consists of a spiral
tube fuel container having both ends open and extending
through the wrdls of said core container, one of said ends
being connected to said single conduit means for adding
fuel and the other of said ends being connected to said
single conduit means for withdrawing fuel.
3. The fast breeder reactor of claim 1 including means
connected to the bottom of said core container for draining said molten fuel from said core c@tai@.
4. The fast breeder reactor of claim 1 including means
connected to the top of said core container for removing
at least a portion of the fission products from said molten
fuel.
5. The fast breeder reactor of claim 1 including means
connected to the top of said core container for removing
at least a portion of the fission products from said molten
fuel, said means including a fission product scavenging
fluid in contact with a portion of said molten fuel.
6. The homogeneous fast breeder reactor of claim 1
including fuel handling means comprising at least one
liquid fuel reservoir tank, a first conduit connecting said
reservoir tank to said core cent.@qr, a settling tank located
above said core corttaiper, a branch pipe connecting said
first conduit with said settling tank, a circulating pipe conand said settling tank, a
necting said core container
scavenging fluid reservoir located above said core container, a tirst pipe connecting the top of said settling tank
to the upper portion of said scavenging fluid reservoir
tank, a second pipe connecting said scavenging fluid reservoir tank to said circulating pipe at a point immediately
above said core container whereby said scavenging fluid
may be introduced into said circulating pipe where it
bubbles up through said circulating pipe, which contains
an amount of said plutonium alloy fuel, into said settling
tank where the plutonium-containing
fuel settles to the
botom and where the scavenging fluid and any removed
fission products flow through said first pipe into the
scavenging fluid reservoir tank, and a second conduit
connecting the top of said liquid fuel reservoir tank to a
source of sodium for forcing liquid fuel from said liquid
fuel reservoir tank into said core container.
7. The homogeneous fast breeder reactor of claim 6
including means for heating said fuel to a molten condition.
8. A homogeneous fast neutron breeder reactor comprising in combination a vessel, a ched core tantalum
container supported within said vessel and in spaced relation thereto, fast neutron reflective means substantially
surrounding said core container, coolant channels in said
reflective means, said core container having a plurality
of tubes extending therethrough with both ends open and
extending through the walls of stdd core container, a
quantity of molten, predominantly plutonium fuel in said
core container in conductive contact with the outside
surfaca of said tubes, all parts of said fuel being in con-
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quantity of a molten, predominantly plutonium fuel 70
in said closed volume, all parts of said fuel being in
contact with all other parta of said fuel, said quantity
of fuel being essentially completely free of nonmetallic diluents, having a melting point not exceeding that of pure plutonium, and containing sufficient 75
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tact with all other parta of said fuel, said quantity of
molten fuel in said core container having a melting point
not exceeding that of pure plutonium, being essentially
completely free of non-metallic diluents and containing
sufficient plutonium to sustain a condition of nuclear
criticality, a single conduit means for adding fuel to the
entire core, a single conduit means for withdrawing fuel
from the entire core, a coolant, means for moving said
coolant through said coolant charnels in said reflective
means and through said tubes in said core container,
means extemrd to said vessel for removing heat from said
coolant, means adjacent said core container for controlling
the reactivity of said fuel in said core container, and
means separate from said coolant substantially surrounding said core container for breeding plutonium.
9. A fast neutron breeder reactor comprising in combination a vessel, a core cage assembly supported within
said vessel, said core cage assembly consisting of a closed
container, a plurality of first tubes supported
in ssid
container and extending downwardly therein to substantially the bottom thereof, said tuba having their lower
ends closed and their upper ends open and extending
through the top of said core container, said tubes being
spaced from each other to define-a plurality of interconnected interstices sealed from the interiors of said tubea,
a plurality of second tubes having both ends open extending into said closed-end tubes for substantially the full
length thereof but terminating above the bottoms thereof, one said second tube extending co-axially into each
said closed-end tube to define a downwardly extending
central coolant passage and an upwsrdly extending annular coolant passage, a coolant, means for passing
said coolant through said central coolant passages and said
annular coolant passages, a q~antity of molten, predominantly p[utonium fuel, said fuel having a melting point

24
connected to the bottom of said core containe for draining said molten fuel from said core container, and me$ns
connected to the top of said core container for removmg
at least a portion of the liaakm products from said fuel.
11, The fast breeder reactor of claim 9 including means
5
connected to the bottom of said core container for draining said molten fuel from said core container, and means
connected to the top of said core container for removing
at least a portion of the fission products from said fuel,
10 said last named means incltilng a fission product scavenging fluid in contact with a portion of said molten fuel.
12. The fast breeder reactor of claim 9 wherein said
first named means includes a non-critical reservoir located
external

to said core cage assembly, said reservoir being

15 connected to the bottom and the top of said core container,

a quantity of said predominantly plutonium fuel in said
reservoir, means for heating said fuel to a molten condition, and positive displacement means for forcing molten
fuel into said spiral tube.
20
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